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Lease a new 2018 BMW 530e Sedan

Lease a 2018 BMW 530e iPerformance for $589 per month for 36 months with $5,014 due at signing. 
"Offer not valid in Puerto Rico. Lease financing available on new 2018 BMW 530e iPerformance models from
participating BMW Centers through BMW Financial Services through May 31, 2018, to eligible, qualified customers
with excellent credit history who meet BMW Financial Services' credit requirements.

Monthly lease payments of $589 per month for 36 months is based on an adjusted capitalized cost of $50,602
(MSRP of $56,495, including destination and handling fee of $995, less $3,500 customer down, $0 security deposit
and suggested dealer contribution of $1,893 and $500 Lease Credit).  Actual MSRP may vary.  Dealer contribution
may vary and could affect your actual lease payment.  Cash due at signing includes $3,500 down payment, $589
first month's payment, $925 acquisition fee and $0 security deposit.  Lessee responsible for insurance during the
lease term, excess wear and tear as defined in the lease contract, $0.25/mile over 30,000 miles and a disposition
fee of $350 at lease end.  Not all customers will qualify for security deposit waiver.  Tax, title, license and
registration fees are additional fees due at signing.  Advertised payment does not include applicable taxes. 
Purchase option at lease end, excluding tax, title and government fees, is $34,462.

Offer valid through May 31, 2018 and may be combined with other offers unless otherwise stated.  Models pictured
may be shown with metallic paint and/or additional accessories.  Visit your authorized BMW Center for important
details.
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Lease a 2018 BMW X2 xDrive28i for $399*/month for 36
months with $4,324 due at signing.
Dare to be different.

Well equipped with features such as Metallic Paint and Panoramic moonroof, and includes Destination charges.

Leasing at $399*/month for 36 months
Included in payment $2,000 credit:
$1,000 Loyalty Credit/Conquest Certificate
$1,000 Lease Credit

Leasing details:

$399 first month's payment
$3,000 down payment
$0 security deposit
$925 acquisition fee

$4,324 Due at Signing
 

$399 PER MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS



$4,324 DUE AT SIGNING
SUGGESTED DEALER CONTRIBUTION OF $1,115

Offer not valid in Puerto Rico. Lease financing available on new 2018 BMW X2 xDrive28i models from participating
BMW Centers through BMW Financial Services through May 31, 2018, to eligible, qualified customers with excellent
credit history who meet BMW Financial Services' credit requirements. Monthly lease payments of $399 per month
for 36 months is based on an adjusted capitalized cost of $35,180 (MSRP of $41,295, including destination and
handling fee of $995, less $3,000 customer down, $0 security deposit and suggested dealer contribution of $1,115
and $1,000 Lease Credit, $1,000 Loyalty/ Conquest Certificate). Actual MSRP may vary. Dealer contribution may
vary and could affect your actual lease payment. Cash due at signing includes $3,000 down payment, $399 first
month's payment, $925 acquisition fee and $0 security deposit. Lessee responsible for insurance during the lease
term, excess wear and tear as defined in the lease contract, $0.25/mile over 30,000 miles and a disposition fee of
$350 at lease end. Not all customers will qualify for security deposit waiver. Tax, title, license and registration fees
are additional fees due at signing. Advertised payment does not include applicable taxes. Purchase option at lease
end, excluding tax, title and government fees, is $24,364. Offer valid through May 31, 2018 and may be combined
with other offers unless otherwise stated. Models pictured may be shown with metallic paint and/or additional
accessories. Visit your authorized BMW Center for important details. ©2018 BMW of North America, LLC. The BMW
name, model names and logo are registered trademarks. 
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All-New BMW X4 Advances the Sports Activity Coupe®
Aesthetic
The bold look of the 2019 BMW X4 builds on the first generation’s strong
foundations

The ethos of BMW is and has always been not just to introduce concepts, but to continually advance them. It
wouldn’t have been in keeping with that approach for BMW to introduce the Sports Activity Coupe® to its BMW X
brand and not strive to improve upon that winning formula. The second-generation BMW X4, revealed earlier this
year, is that next step toward a more perfect driving machine.

A bold direction for BMW X
The 2019 BMW X4 improves on its exceptional
predecessor from top to bottom. This starts with
dynamic, sporty proportions — the all-new BMW X4
is about 3 inches longer, 1.4 inches wider and has a
0.1-inch drop in height and 2.1-inch increase in
wheelbase. Accentuating the BMW X4’s athleticism is
a new three-dimensional approach to the classic
BMW kidney grille, a dynamic reinterpretation of the
BMW X family’s face and an extended version of the
Hofmeister kink at the base of the C-pillars. For as
much as it is new and improved, the 2019 BMW X4 is
definitively a BMW.

Two striking designs
The 2019 BMW X4 will be offered in two variants: the
BMW X4 xDrive30i and the BMW X4 M40i. Both will
be distinguished inside and out, with the BMW X4
xDrive30i receiving an xLine design and the BMW X4
M40i receiving M Performance styling. The former is
marked on its exterior by Glacier Silver side skirts, bespoke front and rear underguard elements and satin
Aluminum-finished side window surrounds. On the inside, the BMW X4 xDrive30i is trimmed with Dark Oak Wood
and Pearl-effect Chrome accent strips, and Pearl-effect Chrome surround and High-gloss Black highlights on the
audio and air conditioning control panels.

The 2019 BMW X4 M40i is notable for its front and rear aprons and side skirts, all of which have been optimized for
the purpose of improved aerodynamic performance, as well as its Cerium Grey accents and trapezoidal tailpipes in
black chrome. BMW Individual portfolio options are also offered exclusively for the 2019 BMW X4 M40i, including an
exclusive Sunstone metallic exterior paint and extended Merino leather upholstery in your choice of Ivory
White/Black, Fiona Red/Black and Tartufo/Black.

Where the first-generation BMW X4 established the profile of an urban conqueror, the 2019 BMW X4 pushes its
dynamic looks further in the effort of making a more exceptional Ultimate Driving Machine®. The all-new BMW X4
will be available at certified BMW Centers across the country beginning this July.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Welcome to BMW Certified Pre-Owned
Legendary performance for less than you think.

From 0.9% APR for 24 months at $42.06 per month per $1,000 financed applies to all 2014 & 2015 BMW Certified
Pre-Owned models. Offer valid through 6/30/18. Offer available from participating BMW Dealers to eligible, qualified
customers with excellent credit history who meet BMW Financial Services credit requirements. Not all customers will
qualify for the lowest rate. Other rates available. All offers subject to vehicle availability.
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The 5 Best Virtual Reality Games
These video games are some of the most immersive in VR

The number of virtual reality games available grows every year, and while many of the early VR games were rather
crude and simple, developers are now discovering the best methods to utilize the technology. If you’re interested in
experiencing some of the best VR games on the market, check out the following titles.

“Star Trek: Bridge Crew”
Bringing multiplayer functionality to VR devices has
proved difficult for many developers, but there are still
plenty of high-quality multiplayer options out there.
“Star Trek: Bridge Crew” is among the best and
allows you and your friends to take a seat on the
bridge of one of the Federation’s starships — the
USS Aegis. You and your pals will take on the roles
of captain, tactical officer, helm officer and engineer
and your mission is to search for a new world for the
Vulcans to inhabit after their home planet has been
destroyed. “Star Trek: Bridge Crew” lets fans of the
classic sci-fi show finally live out their most exciting
dreams of interstellar exploration from the comfort of
their living room couch.

“Robo Recall”
First-person shooters remain some of the gaming
industry’s most popular entries and plenty of game
makers have taken advantage of the opportunities
that virtual reality gaming creates for this genre. Epic Games created one of the most popular VR shooters: “Robo
Recall.” In the game, you are Agent 34, an employee of a robot manufacturer, and your job is to remove defective
robots from the production line. Unfortunately, a virus has causes many of the robots to rebel against humans and
you must also figure out the cause of the virus while disabling the robots. Overall, the game is filled with excellent
graphics, a sly sense of humor and plenty of robots to destroy.

“The Climb”
If you’ve ever wanted to scale a cliff but have an intense fear of heights, you could always try playing “The Climb”
from Crytek. While there’s no guarantee you won’t get vertigo from playing the game, you’ll be a bit safer “climbing”
in your home. The goal is to scale a tall cliff near a shoreline and the capabilities of virtual reality create a sense of
scale and excitement for you during the experience. All the while, the beautiful graphics truly immerse you in nature,
including beetles scattering away and flies that buzz around your head as you make your way to the top.

“Resident Evil 7: Biohazard”
One particular gaming genre that uses virtual reality technology to its advantage is the horror/survival segment.
Many of these games are already incorporating VR, with the most notable example being Capcom’s “Resident Evil
7: Biohazard.” As you control Ethan Winters from a first-person perspective, you must make tough decisions
regarding your family, their well-being and how you can escape from the infected beings trying to attack you. The
virtual reality aspect of the game adds to the suspense, with jump scares aplenty and sounds creepily traveling from
ear to ear. 

“Lucky’s Tale”
Some of the most beloved games of all time are platformers like “Super Mario 64” and “Banjo-Kazooie.” They allow
gamers to control characters, via third-person, through magical worlds, often facing challenges ranging in difficulty
from super simplistic to endlessly frustrating. Oculus Rift has its own platformer: “Lucky’s Tale.” In the game, you
control an anthropomorphic fox named Lucky as he travels through a fantasy world. You’ll jump, climb, spin and run
through multiple levels and mini-games, leading up to boss battles and the final 14th level.

These five exciting virtual reality titles are just a sampling of what VR can offer to the gaming world; there’s no
doubt VR games will get even better with time.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Foods to Avoid Before Bedtime
Avoid these foods for a good night’s sleep

A sleepless night leads directly to a sluggish morning and a lackluster day often marked by crabbiness, crankiness
and irritability. What you might not know is that one of the leading contributors to a poor night’s sleep is what you
eat or drink before bed. To ensure a positive and productive day by way of a full night of fulfilling rest, make sure
that your pre-bedtime meals exclude these foods.

Caffeine
The stuff that powers you through your day can just
as easily sabotage your night. If you’re a coffee
drinker, Kerri-Ann Jennings, M.S., registered
dietitian, writes for Food Network that you should
leave at least six hours between your last cup and
whenever you plan to turn in. This enables you to
have more restful sleep by giving the energizing
effects of caffeine the proper amount of time to wear off.

Although dark chocolate is full of health-benefitting
antioxidants, it’s also quite rich with caffeine.
According to Amanda Gardner, writing for Health
Magazine, dark chocolate’s combination of caffeine
and calorie density make it prohibitive before hitting
the hay.

She explains, “A Hershey’s special-dark bar has 20
milligrams of caffeine, about the same as half an
ounce of espresso. Chocolate also contains
theobromine, another stimulant that can increase
heart rate and sleeplessness.”

If your night is just not complete without chocolate, Olivia Tarantino and Perri O. Blumberg of Eat This, Not That!
suggest either eating a reduced amount or eating it earlier in the evening. The earlier in the day you eat chocolate,
the better you’ll be able to utilize the energy it provides.

Junk food
A juicy bacon cheeseburger will satisfy a craving at dinner time, but it and any other foods packed with saturated fat
and salt will effectively destroy your beauty sleep. Gardner writes that “fat stimulates the production of acid in the
stomach, which can spill into your esophagus, causing heartburn.” This means that eating any foods with a high fat
content too close to the time you would bed down is liable to keep you awake and in a state of discomfort.

Another junk food craving satisfier you should avoid before turning out the lights: pizza. According to Jennings, the
tomato sauce on a pizza is acidic, which can lead to stomach issues that might keep you awake throughout the night.

Alcohol
The sleepiness you feel after enjoying a glass of wine or sipping on a cocktail during dinner might lead you to think
that it’s an effective sleep aid. Quite the contrary: Drinking before bed is as likely as anything else to sabotage your
sleep and have you waking up with a headache irrespective of how much you drink.

Jennings writes that “regularly consuming alcohol (especially before bedtime) can worsen your sleep quality,” noting
that it can also increase the frequency with which you would need to use the bathroom in the middle of the night and
during the following morning. Gardner cites the results of a study that found women who had a mixed drink before
bed saw increased wakefulness, reduced sleep time and diminished quality of sleep.

Sugar and spice
Perhaps you were the kind of kid who, after your mom and dad went to sleep, snuck into the kitchen and cracked
into the Fruit Loops, Cocoa Krispies or Fruity Pebbles for a late-night breakfast. Back then you couldn’t have known
that these cereals were little more than a bunch of sugar mixed with milk. It wasn’t good for your sleep then, and
given that you’re now an adult with responsibilities, it’s arguably even worse to do today.

Jennings writes that “sugary cereals digest rapidly in your system, so the spike in blood sugar could throw off some
of your sleep hormones, and low-fiber diets are linked to lighter sleeps.”

Just as a fatty cheeseburger could prompt a case of heartburn, so could your favorite spicy foods, according to



Jennings. Your taste buds may appreciate the kick from spicy food but your stomach and your sleep-needing body
will not. Gardner cites a study from Australia that found men who ate spicier foods during dinner had more difficulty
falling asleep than those who ate blander fare.

A good night’s rest makes it possible to have a productive, fulfilling and generally more positive day. Don’t let the
wrong foods make your day less than what it should be by negatively impacting your sleep. Be aware of what you’re
ingesting close to bedtime, and, if possible, avoid eating or drinking immediately before bed.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Now on DriveLiveTV: The 2018 BMW 530e iPerformance
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Soak Up the Arts in Stratford, Ontario
Learn more about this northern theater hub

If you’re a fan of William Shakespeare, you have probably heard a lot about his hometown, Stratford-Upon-Avon in
the West Midlands of England. If you want to feel the joy of theater without crossing an ocean, consider heading to
the much closer Stratford, Ontario for an experience you won’t soon forget.

What to do
The Stratford Festival is known around the world as
North America’s largest classical repertory theater
festival. It presents about a dozen productions in four
venues in the area during its April to October
season. While the company tends to favor
Shakespeare’s plays, it also produces musicals, other
classics and contemporary dramas. If you visit
Stratford this year, you’ll be able to choose among
plays like “An Ideal Husband,” “To Kill a
Mockingbird,” “Coriolanus” and even “The Rocky
Horror Show.”

Apart from seeing a play (or two or three), there are
plenty of things to do in Stratford. Instead of watching
star actors tread the boards, consider gazing at the
city’s other famous residents: the Stratford swans. Just
like its United Kingdom counterpart, the city of
Stratford maintains a flock of these majestic white
birds. They’re so important that the city gives them
shelter in the cold winters and releases them again
each spring. In addition to sometimes-cranky waterfowl, there are plenty of opportunities for shopping and exploring
nature in the area. For ultimate relaxation, pay a visit to one of the town’s spas feel relaxed and rejuvenated.

Where to eat
As the United States’ northern neighbor, Stratford shares a lot of the same cuisine, which should please any picky
eaters within your group. If you prefer to start the day with coffee and good pastries, consider Balzac's Coffee
Roasters on Ontario Street. Reviewers on TripAdvisor report that the baristas in the shop are extremely friendly and
helpful and that the lemon tarts are absolutely fabulous. Balzac’s is a chain that has spread throughout Southern
Ontario, but it offers quite a bit more charm than a Starbucks or Tim Hortons.

To get a good taste of Canada during your stay in Stratford, consider eating a meal at Bijou on Erie Street. The
restaurant serves a variety of French and Canadian dishes such as lamb chops, trout and arctic char mixed in with
dishes like dim sum and tapas brought to the continent by immigrants. Another well-reviewed option for dinner is
Rene’s Bistro on Wellington Street. This restaurant tends to stick more to its French and Canadian roots, offering a lot
of seafood options as well as lamb and beef. The Red Rabbit is a worker-owned restaurant that many locals praise
for its good food in a casual atmosphere. Besides the tasty dining options, the establishment has a well-stocked bar
and several Ontario craft brews on tap.

No matter which restaurant you choose in the area, if you’re planning on eating there before heading out to the
Stratford Festival, you will need reservations. Since almost all of the town’s tourism revolves around the festival,
there is a sizeable rush to the restaurants before show time.

Where to stay
One advantage to visiting a city known worldwide for its arts scene is the variety of hotels to choose from. While you
can certainly stay at a chain like Best Western, there are several local and historic options available. The Queen’s Inn
has been welcoming guests for more than 150 years, and several of its 32 guest rooms and suites have their own
unique themes and layouts. There are 28 guestrooms at The Parlour Inn, and its spaces combine modern amenities
with antique furnishings. If you want something a bit more personal, there are also several bed and breakfasts in
the city.

If you’re a big fan of the theater, or of quaintness and calm, you should certainly consider a trip to Stratford, Ontario.
Not only will you get to see works by some of the world’s greatest playwrights, but you’ll also be able to get a taste
of life in Canada.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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All-New 2018 BMW M5 Sets Two World Records for Drifting
BMW Performance Driving School instructor Johan Schwartz reclaims record for
distance drifted

When seeking to reclaim a drifting record that he originally set in May 2013, BMW Performance Driving School
instructor Johan Schwartz turned to the all-new 2018 BMW M5. This was fitting not just because it was an
unmodified 2013 BMW M5 in which Scwartz set the world record for Longest continuous vehicle drift, but because
the new M5 is itself reclaiming its standing as the benchmark for the high-performance executive sedan.

When Schwartz and the 2018 BMW M5 came
together this past December, the result was magic
— Schwartz didn’t just retake the record, but he did
so handily, drifting his BMW M5 232.5 miles around a
skid pad at the BMW Performance Center in Greer,
South Carolina. When he originally set the record for
Longest continuous vehicle drift in May 2013,
Schwartz drifted a mere 51.278 miles. His most
recent record-breaking effort, set over course of
hours, was a full 143 miles better than the previous
recordholder.

To accommodate the effort, BMW teamed with North
Carolina’s Detroit Speed in the development of a dry
break fuel system that would allow the BMW M5 to be
refueled while still in motion. This enabled Schwartz
to continue his record-breaking drift unencumbered
and without fear of running out of fuel.

“We knew going-in that if we were going to recapture
the world record for longest sustained drift and set
the bar as high as possible, we would need to find a
way to keep the M5 going without stopping to refuel,” said Schwartz. “In the end, the refueling system worked
flawlessly and the M5 performed as expected. It was a big win all around.”

Schwartz’s BMW M5 has to be refueled five separate times over the course of eight hours. To do it, BMW
Performance Center Chief Driving Instructor Matt Mullins drifted a previous-generation M5 next to Schwartz so that
Detroit Speed’s Matt Butts could perform the fueling action.

Because two records are better than one, Mullins and Schwartz were also able to grab world record in the process
— Longest twin vehicle drift (water assisted, which now stands at 49.25 miles in one hour.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Unique Graduation Party Ideas
Make your graduate’s party pop with these creative tips

Graduation is one of the proudest times in a person’s youth, marking an academic achievement and the transition to
the next stage of their life. Although this occasion is often commemorated with a party, a lot of these celebrations
tend to be boring, cookie-cutter affairs. There are some ways, however, to make the graduation party far more
unique and memorable.

Grad-style treats
Snacks are a centerpiece of any party, and a
graduation party is no exception. You could go for
the usual, boring tray of cheese cubes and crackers,
but with a few clever tricks, your party could have
some far more appropriate food.

Buzzfeed offers a couple great grad party food
suggestions. For example, set out a selection of ring
pops with a placard reading “class rings.” Then, with
a little melted chocolate, some miniature Reese’s
cups, chocolate squares, some Airheads sour belts
and a bit of construction, make bite-sized chocolate
mortarboards.

Finally, after all that construction work, finish with an
easy project. Tie ribbons around Pirouette cookies for
easy “diploma” cookies.

Tweak the note jar
Graduation parties will often include a note jar where
guests can leave bits of wisdom or well-wishes for the graduate to read after the party is over. However, this doesn’t
need to be done with a humdrum empty jar and stack of paper.

For a little graduation day flair suggested by Pro Flowers, have guests roll their notes into little diplomas and tie
them with a piece of ribbon. Or, for a note “jar” that will be revisited over and over, put out a set of Jenga blocks with
some permanent pens and ask the guests to write their notes on the game pieces.

Get clever with the guest book
Closely related to the note jar is the traditional guest book. A regular old scrapbook works fine, but you can take that
idea to the next level with a few variations on the theme.

If you know a quilter you can ask for help, tweak an idea from A Smith of All Trades and have the guests write their
names on partially-white quilt squares, then assemble them into a handy blanket to warm both the grad’s body and
heart. Or, for an art-loving grad, take this idea from ‘i do’ it yourself and have guests fill in a peacock’s tail with
colorful thumbprints using inkpads — just be sure to have some cleaning wipes on hand so guests can clean the ink
off their fingers afterward.

Have some fun with photos
If you are stuck for creative decorating ideas, a graduation party always benefits from displayed photos. For
example, if your graduate is something of a shutterbug, The Thinking Closet suggests raiding their Instagram and
using their photos, plus string and clothespins, to create banners. For an added twist, give the photos a
Polaroid-style border and write a message along the bottom of the pictures.

Alternatively, take an idea from Studio DIY and hang your graduate’s pictures overhead tied to the ends of balloons.
This can be given an extra personal touch by adding photos of all of your grad’s friends with senior superlatives
(either official or made up).

With these ideas, your grad’s party is sure to impress and be a memorable occasion that they can look back on
years later.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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2019 BMW X4 M40i Makes North American Debut at New
York International Auto Show
High-performance Sports Activity Coupe® joined by BMW’s latest and greatest

In terms of sheer quantity, BMW was guaranteed to have one of the most memorable showings of this year’s New
York International Auto Show. Among the vehicles on display at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center from March
30 to April 8 were the first-ever BMW X2, 2019 BMW i8 Coupe, BMW i8 Roadster, BMW M5, BMW X3 and BMW
i3s, making BMW’s lineup among the most formidable and versatile.

Comprehensive quality was as essential to BMW
being one of the most talked-about brands at the
show, and this was perhaps nowhere better
demonstrated than it was in the 2019 BMW X4 M40i,
which made its North American debut and instantly
established itself as the must-have Sports Activity
Coupe® for the performance enthusiast.

The 2019 X4 M40i is 3 inches longer and 1.4 inches
wider than its predecessor with a 2.1-inch-longer
wheelbase, granting it a more formidable profile that
is further enhanced by exclusive M Performance
design elements. With more aerodynamic front and
rear aprons and side skirts, 19-inch Double-spoke M
bi-color Orbit Grey wheels and Cerium Grey exterior
finish, the 2019 X4 M40i M Performance looks as
fierce as its 355-horsepower inline six-cylinder
engine performs.

The BMW i8 Coupe, BMW i8 Roadster and BMW i3s
establishes BMW’s commitment to creating vehicles
that are environmentally sound without sacrificing
excitement or refinement. The all-new BMW X2 further exemplifies its determination to differentiate the Sports
Activity Coupe® from a run-of-the-mill crossover, and the third-generation BMW X3 continues to set the standard for
excellence among Sports Activity Vehicle®. The all-new BMW M5 doesn’t merely show BMW’s steadfastness in
making a better sports sedan, but with the debut of M xDrive, it shows that BMW remains ahead of the curve.

With these and other exceptional new vehicles, including the all-new BMW 5 Series, it was a clear combination of
quantity and quality that made BMW the talk of the town at this year’s New York International Auto Show.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Save $70 on Select BMW Approved Tires
Receive $70 back via mail-in rebate on eligible tire purchases from May 1-June 30

Your BMW Approved Cold Weather Tires were essential for getting you through the harsh weather of winter, but a
new season has dawned. Spring is back once more, and with the budding of flowers comes the need to shed your
winter-optimized tires for BMW Approved All-Season Tires or BMW Approved Performance Tires. Providing a little
extra motivation this spring is a limited-time offer that will net you $70 back on your qualifying tire purchase.

From May 1 and June 30, 2018, visit your
participating BMW Center to see the selection of
BMW Approved Bridgestone, Michelin or Pirelli tires.
If your purchase is eligible, you can pick up an offer
form at the BMW Center to mail in or visit
BSA.offer-promotions.com and use the offer number
424A. Within 8-10 weeks, you will receive a $70
Visa® Prepaid Card that can be used for everything
from dining and entertainment on your springtime
road trip to your next Original BMW Accessories
purchase.*

In addition to being manufactured to meet the needs
of your Ultimate Driving Machine®, eligible BMW
Approved Tires are also offered with complimentary
Road Hazard Tire Coverage for the first year. Your
BMW Center also offers year-round, off-season tire
storage, allowing you to put away your BMW
Approved Cold Weather Tires until the time comes to
use them again.

Greet the spring with a fresh set of four BMW
Approved Tires, and do it for less by taking advantage of this offer while it lasts. See your BMW Center for complete
details.

*For a limited time, receive a $70 Visa® Prepaid Card on a set of four eligible OEM, OEA or WIN Bridgestone,
Michelin or Pirelli tires purchased at a participating BMW Center between May 1 and June 30, 2018. Submit your
rebate claim online at BSA.offer-promotions.com with offer number 424A or pick up the offer form at your BMW
Center, and mail it in with a copy of your receipt and you will receive your prepaid card within 8-10 weeks. The
completed form must be postmarked or submitted online no later than July 15, 2018, and received no later than
July 22, 2018. See your BMW Center for complete details.

DRIVING OVER ROUGH OR DAMAGED ROAD SURFACES, AS WELL AS DEBRIS, CURBS AND OTHER
OBSTACLES CAN CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO WHEELS, TIRES AND SUSPENSION PARTS. THIS IS MORE
LIKELY TO OCCUR WITH LOW–PROFILE TIRES, WHICH PROVIDE LESS CUSHIONING BETWEEN THE
WHEEL AND THE ROAD. BE CAREFUL TO AVOID ROAD HAZARDS AND REDUCE YOUR SPEED,
ESPECIALLY IF YOUR VEHICLE IS EQUIPPED WITH LOW-PROFILE TIRES. PERFORMANCE TIRES MAY
WEAR FASTER DEPENDING ON DRIVING STYLE AND DRIVING CONDITIONS AND MAY ALSO BE MORE
COSTLY TO REPLACE THAN NON–PERFORMANCE TIRES OF THE SAME SIZE. FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE REFER TO THE TIRE MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY MANUAL PROVIDED WITH THE VEHICLE. 

BMW Accessory Wheels that are installed on/in the vehicle prior to the delivery to the client will carry the full New
Vehicle Limited Warranty. If the installation is made by a Dealer after the retail sale of the vehicle, the accessory will
carry the remainder of the New Vehicle/SAV Limited Warranty period or the limited parts warranty for two years
from the date of installation, whichever is greater. Warranty repairs do not constitute an extension of the original
limited warranty period for the vehicle or any parts (including accessories) thereof. 

All tires are manufactured by third parties and are covered by the limited warranty of the specific tire manufacturer.
Please see an authorized BMW dealer for information about specific tires and the tire manufacturers’ limited
warranty. Please see an authorized BMW dealer or the warranty information included with your new vehicle for more
information. For more information about run-flat technology, please refer to your specific vehicle’s Owner’s Manual. 
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